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Mechanical Theorem Proving in Geometries

1994-04-14

this book is a translation of professor wu s seminal chinese book of 1984 on automated geometric theorem proving the translation was done by his former

student dongming wang jointly with xiaofan jin so that authenticity is guaranteed meanwhile automated geometric theorem proving based on wu s method of

characteristic sets has become one of the fundamental practically successful methods in this area that has drastically enhanced the scope of what is

computationally tractable in automated theorem proving this book is a source book for students and researchers who want to study both the intuitive first

ideas behind the method and the formal details together with many examples

Theorem Proving with the Real Numbers

2012-12-06

this book discusses the use of the real numbers in theorem proving typ ically theorem provers only support a few discrete datatypes such as the natural

numbers however the availability of the real numbers opens up many interesting and important application areas such as the verification of float ing point

hardware and hybrid systems it also allows the formalization of many more branches of classical mathematics which is particularly relevant for attempts to

inject more rigour into computer algebra systems our work is conducted in a version of the hol theorem prover we de scribe the rigorous definitional

construction of the real numbers using a new version of cantor s method and the formalization of a significant portion of real analysis we also describe an

advanced derived decision procedure for the tarski subset of real algebra as well as some more modest but practically useful tools for automating explicit

calculations and routine linear arithmetic reasoning finally we consider in more detail two interesting application areas we discuss the desirability of

combining the rigour of theorem provers with the power and convenience of computer algebra systems and explain a method we have used in practice to

achieve this we then move on to the verification of floating point hardware after a careful discussion of possible correctness specifications we report on two

case studies one involving a transcendental function



Automated Theorem Proving

2012-12-06

this text and software package introduces readers to automated theorem proving while providing two approaches implemented as easy to use programs

these are semantic tree theorem proving and resolution refutation theorem proving the early chapters introduce first order predicate calculus well formed

formulae and their transformation to clauses then the author goes on to show how the two methods work and provides numerous examples for readers to try

their hand at theorem proving experiments each chapter comes with exercises designed to familiarise the readers with the ideas and with the software and

answers to many of the problems

Automated Theorem Proving in Software Engineering

2001-06-20

growing demands for the quality safety and security of software can only be satisfied by the rigorous application of formal methods during software design

this book methodically investigates the potential of first order logic automated theorem provers for applications in software engineering illustrated by complete

case studies on protocol verification verification of security protocols and logic based software reuse this book provides techniques for assessing the prover s

capabilities and for selecting and developing an appropriate interface architecture

Using Sophisticated Models in Resolution Theorem Proving

2014-09-12

there are many kinds of books on formal logic some have philosophers as their intended audience some mathematicians some computer scien tists although

there is a common core to all such books they will be very different in emphasis methods and even appearance this book is intended for computer scientists

but even this is not precise within computer science formal logic turns up in a number of areas from pro gram verification to logic programming to artificial



intelligence this book is intended for computer scientists interested in automated theo rem proving in classical logic to be more precise yet it is essentially a

theoretical treatment not a how to book although how to issues are not neglected this does not mean of course that the book will be of no interest to

philosophers or mathematicians it does contain a thorough presentation of formal logic and many proof techniques and as such it contains all the material

one would expect to find in a course in formal logic covering completeness but not incompleteness issues the first item to be addressed is what are we

talking about and why are we interested in it we are primarily talking about truth as used in mathematical discourse and our interest in it is or should be self

evident truth is a semantic concept so we begin with models and their properties these are used to define our subject

First-Order Logic and Automated Theorem Proving

2012-12-06

a practical introduction to the development of proofs and certified programs using coq an invaluable tool for researchers students and engineers interested in

formal methods and the development of zero fault software

Interactive Theorem Proving and Program Development

2004-05-14

this book contains the refereed proceedings of the 20th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2007 held in kaiserslautern

germany september 2007 among the topics of this volume are formal semantics of specification modeling and programming languages specification and

verification of hardware and software formalization of mathematical theories advances in theorem prover technology as well as industrial application of

theorem provers

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2007-08-23



this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2005 held in oxford uk in

august 2005 the 20 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited papers and 4 proof pearls concise and elegant presentations of interesting

examples were carefully reviewed and selected from 49 submissions all current issues in hol theorem proving and formal verification of software and

hardware systems are addressed among the topics of this volume are theorem proving verification recursion and induction mechanized proofs mathematical

logic proof theory type systems program verification and proving systems like hol coq acl2 isabelle hol and isabelle holcf

Formalized Probability Theory and Applications Using Theorem Proving

2015

this advanced text for undergraduate and graduate students introduces mathematical logic with an emphasis on proof theory and procedures for algorithmic

construction of formal proofs the self contained treatment is also useful for computer scientists and mathematically inclined readers interested in the

formalization of proofs and basics of automatic theorem proving topics include propositional logic and its resolution first order logic gentzen s cut elimination

theorem and applications and gentzen s sharpened hauptsatz and herbrand s theorem additional subjects include resolution in first order logic sld resolution

logic programming and the foundations of prolog and many sorted first order logic numerous problems appear throughout the book and two appendixes

provide practical background information

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2005-08-08

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the 17th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2004 held september 14 17

2004 in park city utah usa tphols covers all aspects of theorem proving in higher order logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and veri cation

there were 42 papers submitted to tphols 2004 in the full research ca gory each of which was refereed by at least 3 reviewers selected by the program

committee of these submissions 21 were accepted for presentation at the c ference and publication in this volume in keeping with longstanding tradition

tphols 2004 also o ered a venue for the presentation of work in progress where researchers invited discussion by means of a brief introductory talk and then



discussed their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings c taining papers about in progress work was published as a 2004 technical report of

the school of computing at the university of utah the organizers are grateful to al davis thomas hales and ken mcmillan for agreeing to give invited talks at

tphols 2004 the tphols conference traditionally changes continents each year in order to maximize the chances that researchers from around the world can

attend

Automated Theorem-proving in Non-classical Logics

1988

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th international conference on interactive theorem proving itp 2013 held in rennes france in july 2013

the 26 regular full papers presented together with 7 rough diamond papers 3 invited talks and 2 invited tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from

66 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections such as program verfication security formalization of mathematics and theorem prover

development

Logic for Computer Science

2015-06-18

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference on interactive theorem proving itp 2011 held in berg en dal the

netherlands in august 2011 the 25 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 50 submissions among the topics covered are

counterexample generation verification validation term rewriting theorem proving computability theory translations from one formalism to another and

cooperation between tools several verification case studies were presented with applications to computational geometry unification real analysis etc

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2002



this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on interactive theorem proving itp 2016 held in nancy france in august

2016 the 27 full papers and 5 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions the topics range from theoretical

foundations to implementation aspects and applications in program verification security and formalization of mathematical theories

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2004-09-01

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 98 held in canberra

australia in september october 1998 the 26 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 52 submissions also included

are two invited papers the papers address all current aspects of theorem proving in higher order logics and formal verification and program analysis besides

the hol system the theorem provers coq isabelle lambda lego nuprl and pvs are discussed

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2014-01-15

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the16th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2003 held september 8 12 2003

in rome italy tphols covers all aspects of theorem proving in higher order logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and veri cation tphols 2003 was

co located with tableaux the international con rence on automated reasoning with analytic tableaux and related methods and with calculemus the symposium

on the integration of symbolic compu tion and mechanized reasoning there were 50 papers submitted to tphols in the full research category each of which

was refereed by at least 3 reviewers selected by the program c mittee ofthesesubmissions 21wereacceptedforpresentationattheconference and publication in

this volume in keeping with tradition tphols 2003 also o ered a venue for the presentation of work in progress where researchers vite discussion by means of

a brief preliminary talk and then discuss their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings containing associated papers for work in progress was

published by the computer science department at the universit at freiburg the organizers are grateful to jean raymond abrial patrick lincoln and dale miller for

agreeing to give invited talks at tphols 2003 the tphols conference traditionally changes continent each year in order to maximize the chances that



researchers from around the world can attend

Automated Theorem Proving

2013-03-08

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 99 held in nice france in

september 1999 the 20 revised full papers presented together with three invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from 35 papers submitted

all current aspects of higher order theorem proving formal verification and specification are discussed among the theorem provers evaluated are coq hol

isabelle isabelle zf and openmath

Interactive Theorem Proving

2013-07-19

this report describes the partially completed correctness proof of the viper block model viper 7 8 9 11 23 is a microprocessor designed by w j cullyer c pygott

and j kershaw at the royal signals and radar establishment in malvern england henceforth rsre for use in safety critical applications such as civil aviation and

nuclear power plant control it is currently finding uses in areas such as the de ployment of weapons from tactical aircraft to support safety critical applications

viper has a particulary simple design about which it is relatively easy to reason using current techniques and models the designers who deserve much credit

for the promotion of formal methods intended from the start that viper be formally verified their idea was to model viper in a sequence of decreasingly

abstract levels each of which concentrated on some aspect ofthe design such as the flow ofcontrol the processingofinstructions and so on that is each model

would be a specification of the next less abstract model and an implementation of the previous model if any the verification effort would then be simplified by

being structured according to the sequence of abstraction levels these models or levels of description were characterized by the design team the first two

levels and part of the third were written by them in a logical language amenable to reasoning and proof



Interactive Theorem Proving

2011-08-02

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2002 held in hampton va

usa in august 2002 the 20 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from 34 submissions all

current issues in hol theorem proving and formal verification of software and hardware systems are addressed among the hol theorem proving systems

evaluated are isabelle hol isabelle isar and coq

Interactive Theorem Proving

2016-08-08

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the 22nd international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2009 which was held during

august 17 20 2009 in munich germany tphols covers all aspects of theorem proving in higher order logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and

veri cation there were 55 papers submitted to tphols 2009 in the full research c egory each of which was refereed by at least three reviewers selected by the

programcommittee of these submissions 26 researchpapers and 1 proofpearl were accepted for presentation at the conference and publication in this v ume

in keeping with longstanding tradition tphols 2009 also o ered a venue for the presentation of emerging trends where researchers invited discussion by

means of a brief introductory talk and then discussed their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings volume was published as a 2009 technical

report of the technische universit at munc hen the organizers are grateful to david basin john harrison and wolfram schulte for agreeing to give invited talks

we also invited four tool devel ers to give tutorials about their systems the following speakers kindly accepted our invitation and we are grateful to them john

harrison hol light adam naumowicz mizar ulf norell agda and carsten schur mann twelf



Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

1998-09-09

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the16th international conference on theorem proving in higher order logics tphols 2003 held september 8 12 2003

in rome italy tphols covers all aspects of theorem proving in higher order logics as well as related topics in theorem proving and veri cation tphols 2003 was

co located with tableaux the international con rence on automated reasoning with analytic tableaux and related methods and with calculemus the symposium

on the integration of symbolic compu tion and mechanized reasoning there were 50 papers submitted to tphols in the full research category each of which

was refereed by at least 3 reviewers selected by the program c mittee ofthesesubmissions 21wereacceptedforpresentationattheconference and publication in

this volume in keeping with tradition tphols 2003 also o ered a venue for the presentation of work in progress where researchers vite discussion by means of

a brief preliminary talk and then discuss their work at a poster session a supplementary proceedings containing associated papers for work in progress was

published by the computer science department at the universit at freiburg the organizers are grateful to jean raymond abrial patrick lincoln and dale miller for

agreeing to give invited talks at tphols 2003 the tphols conference traditionally changes continent each year in order to maximize the chances that

researchers from around the world can attend

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2003-09-09

this volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 1993 higher order logic user s group workshop held at the university of british columbia in august

1993 the workshop was sponsored by the centre for integrated computer system research it was the sixth in the series of annual international workshops

dedicated to the topic of higher order logic theorem proving its usage in the hol system and its applications the volume contains 40 papers including an

invited paper by david parnas mcmaster university canada entitled some theorems we should prove



Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2003-07-31

this books presents the refereed proceedings of the fifth international workshop on analytic tableaux and related methods tableaux 96 held in terrasini near

palermo italy in may 1996 the 18 full revised papers included together with two invited papers present state of the art results in this dynamic area of

research besides more traditional aspects of tableaux reasoning the collection also contains several papers dealing with other approaches to automated

reasoning the spectrum of logics dealt with covers several nonclassical logics including modal intuitionistic many valued temporal and linear logic

Current Trends in Hardware Verification and Automated Theorem Proving

2011-09-17

this report describes the partially completed correctness proof of the viper block model viper 7 8 9 11 23 is a microprocessor designed by w j cullyer c pygott

and j kershaw at the royal signals and radar establishment in malvern england henceforth rsre for use in safety critical applications such as civil aviation and

nuclear power plant control it is currently finding uses in areas such as the de ployment of weapons from tactical aircraft to support safety critical applications

viper has a particulary simple design about which it is relatively easy to reason using current techniques and models the designers who deserve much credit

for the promotion of formal methods intended from the start that viper be formally verified their idea was to model viper in a sequence of decreasingly

abstract levels each of which concentrated on some aspect ofthe design such as the flow ofcontrol the processingofinstructions and so on that is each model

would be a specification of the next less abstract model and an implementation of the previous model if any the verification effort would then be simplified by

being structured according to the sequence of abstraction levels these models or levels of description were characterized by the design team the first two

levels and part of the third were written by them in a logical language amenable to reasoning and proof



Automated Theorem Proving: After 25 Years

1984

sir isaac newton s philosophi naturalis principia mathematica the principia contains a prose style mixture of geometric and limit reasoning that has often been

viewed as logically vague in a combination of geometry theorem proving and nonstandard analysis jacques fleuriot presents a formalization of lemmas and

propositions from the principia using a combination of methods from geometry and nonstandard analysis the mechanization of the procedures which respects

much of newton s original reasoning is developed within the theorem prover isabelle the application of this framework to the mechanization of elementary

real analysis using nonstandard techniques is also discussed

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2003-08-02

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos

2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent

accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for

future generations to enjoy

˜Theœ Application of Theorem Proving to Question-answering Systems

1977

the first course in analysis which follows elementary calculus is a critical one for students who are seriously interested in mathematics traditional advanced

calculus was precisely what its name indicates a course with topics in calculus emphasizing problem solving rather than theory as a result students were

often given a misleading impression of what mathematics is all about on the other hand the current approach with its emphasis on theory gives the student



insight in the fundamentals of analysis in a first course in real analysis we present a theoretical basis of analysis which is suitable for students who have just

completed a course in elementary calculus since the sixteen chapters contain more than enough analysis for a one year course the instructor teaching a one

or two quarter or a one semester junior level course should easily find those topics which he or she thinks students should have the first chapter on the real

number system serves two purposes because most students entering this course have had no experience in devising proofs of theorems it provides an

opportunity to develop facility in theorem proving although the elementary processes of numbers are familiar to most students greater understanding of these

processes is acquired by those who work the problems in chapter 1 as a second purpose we provide for those instructors who wish to give a comprehen

sive course in analysis a fairly complete treatment of the real number system including a section on mathematical induction

Using Sophisticated Models in Resolution Theorem Proving

1980-08

this volume is the proceedings of the 13th international conference on theo rem proving in higher order logics tphols 2000 held 14 18 august 2000 in

portland oregon usa each of the 55 papers submitted in the full rese arch category was refereed by at least three reviewers who were selected by the

program committee because of the limited space available in the program and proceedings only 29 papers were accepted for presentation and publication in

this volume in keeping with tradition tphols 2000 also offered a venue for the presen tation of work in progress where researchers invite discussion by

means of a brief preliminary talk and then discuss their work at a poster session a supplemen tary proceedings containing associated papers for work in

progress was published by the oregon graduate institute ogi as technical report cse 00 009 the organizers are grateful to bob colwell robin milner and larry

wos for agreeing to give invited talks bob colwell was the lead architect on the intel p6 microarchitecture which introduced a number of innovative techniques

and achieved enormous commercial success as such he is ideally placed to offer an industrial perspective on the challenges for formal verification robin

milner contributed many key ideas to computer theorem proving and to functional programming through his leadership of the influential edinburgh lcf project

The Application of Theorem Proving to Question-answering Systems

1980



this volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 1993 higher order logic user s group workshop held at the university of british columbia in august

1993 the workshop was sponsored by the centre for integrated computer system research it was the sixth in the series of annual international workshops

dedicated to the topic of higher order logic theorem proving its usage in the hol system and its applications the volume contains 40 papers including an

invited paper by david parnas mcmaster university canada entitled some theorems we should prove

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2009-08-04

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2014-03-12

Higher Order Logic Theorem Proving and Its Applications

1994

Theorem Proving with Analytic Tableaux and Related Methods

1996-04-24

Current Trends in Hardware Verification and Automated Theorem Proving

2012-12-06



A Combination of Geometry Theorem Proving and Nonstandard Analysis with Application to Newton’s

Principia

2012-09-13

A MacHine Program for Theorem-Proving...

2013-12

A First Course in Real Analysis

2012-12-06

Theorem Proving with Analytic Tableaux and Related Methods

2014-01-15

Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2007-07-23



Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics

2000

Higher Order Logic Theorem Proving and Its Applications

1994-04-28
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